PM Surya GharMuft Bijili Yojana

Hon’ble PM on 13th February 2024 announced a target of installing rooftop solar on 1 Crores Households.

The highlights of the scheme are:

- Residential consumers across India can apply under this scheme.
- The subsidy structure of the scheme is as below:
  - Rs. 30,000/- per kW up to 2 kW
  - Rs. 78,000/- for capacities 3 kW and above
- The applicant can register themselves through any one of the following modes:
  a. Micro site for self users: registration.pmsuryaghar.gov.in
  b. By downloading the mobile app “PM-Surya Ghar” and “QRT PM-Surya Ghar” from Play store
  c. Through National Portal for Rooftop solar ie., solarrooftop.gov.in (which redirects to this new portal)
  d. Through www.pmsuryaghar.gov.in
- Volunteers can also mobilize this scheme for consumers to register under this scheme.
- After completion of installation, the subsidy amount is directly credited into the bank account of the consumers within 7 days to 30 days.
- Nationalised Banks have been tied up with this scheme to provide loans to consumers.
- As 1 kw solar panel generates 4 to 5 units per day approximately, the investment made by the consumers can be retrieved within short span of years.
- Application number ‘Reg-xxxxxxx’ generated in the national portal is used for the registration of Online application in the TANGEDCO’s portal (https://www.tnebltd.gov.in/usrp/applynatapp.xhtml) and the payment of Application charges should be done through TANGEDCO’s Online payment portal (https://www.tnebnet.org/awp/login)